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Brief and objectives: 

Period poverty, the inability to afford sanitary products, is a growing issue for young people. 

As the UK’s leading provider of hygiene services, phs Group wanted to lead the industry in 

its proposition to tackle period poverty specifically targeting the education sector. 

phs commissioned the services of Laura Windeatt (Magic Wand PR) to devise and deliver 

the campaign. 

Objectives:  

 Establish phs as the expert on period poverty 

 Surpass competitors' proposition  

 Raise awareness to mass audiences 

 Secure broadcast and national coverage 

 Achieve in-roads with key education stakeholders (LAs, Government) 

 Contribute to new business within education 

 Make a difference in tackling period poverty. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

phs conducted comprehensive research into period poverty; analysing competitors’ 

proposition and coverage, scale of past research, media appetite and potential customer 

interest through one-to-one engagement with local authorities and schools.  

We discovered:  

 Some competitors have a coin-free vending machine for schools similar to phs but no 

additional initiatives or media coverage 



 No significant new research since 2016. Former research criticised for failing to 

identify how current the issue was 

 High media interest  

 Growing campaigning movement  

 Welsh Government starting grants for free sanitary provisions within schools. 

During planning, UK Government announced funding for free sanitary products for schools 

from 2020 with an imminent supplier tender worth £6m-£18m; accelerating our campaign. 

Wanting to own the agenda, a product press release was not enough. We wanted to be a 

thought leader; highlighting the scale of the issue to invoke action, create a practical and 

affordable solution for schools, become the service provider of choice and make a real 

difference.  

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation:  
 Lift the lid on the scale of the issue; creating new research into the experiences and 

opinions of young girls on period poverty 

 Raise awareness; High profile media launch reaching mass audiences 

 Take real action; creating the Period Poverty Collective, a taskforce of stakeholders 

sharing best practice to eliminate period poverty 

 Convert expertise into sales; taking the campaign to potential customers (LAs, 

government and schools) 

 Position phs as the solution; providing vending machines to schools free. 

This was far more than a ‘PR survey’. We commissioned independent, robust research with 

schoolgoers, creating an esteemed white paper, supported with a comprehensive 

programme of stakeholder engagement and campaigning. 

We didn’t want to discredited for being ‘in it for the money’. As a PR team, we overhauled 

phs’ CSR strategy with period poverty at the core. Instead of selling our free vend machines 

to schools, we’d offer them free of charge; saving schools money while generating future 

income from stock sales. We made the economics stack up and the CEO gave us the green 

light. 

The stakeholder engagement and campaigning elements also propelled the initiative. Media 

and stakeholders were impressed by our exhaustive approach and genuine desire to tackle 

period poverty, not just to gain coverage. 

 

 



Delivery: 

Understanding the issue, we devised research questions which created attention-grabbing 

headlines; demonstrating the scale of the issue and the call from teenagers for action. 

Questions focused on experiences of period poverty in the last 12 months; demonstrating it 

is a live issue. We also asked what action should be taken within schools, evidencing 

support for phs’ solution.  

Launching on May 21, we hosted a broadcast day with phs spokespeople fully briefed and 

primed in a specialist studio. We targeted a national television exclusive, SkyNews, for 

securing campaigner Amika George as our ambassador, adding weight to our campaign. We 

sold-in back-to-back interviews with pan-UK radio.  

For press, we successfully targeted the Independent.co.uk which had significant period 

poverty coverage by its women’s correspondent. To launch specifically to schools, we 

secured coverage in Future Education and Leader Magazine. Press releases were 

distributed wider, tailored for news/education/FM titles, with opinion features sold-into trades.  

Education and equality ministers were identified within Government, Welsh Government and 

local authorities and we launched the campaign directly to them. As this was far more than a 

sales pitch, it opened doors and we are presenting the initiative to these stakeholders to 

secure buy-in on a strategic level.  

Setting up the Period Poverty Collective, we set overarching objectives and mapped 

potential invitees including LAs, headteachers, campaigners, charities, experts and 

academics. We planned to launch with a round table debate to discuss the issue and set 

future actions. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
 >31 media hits 

 100% mentioned phs Period Poverty 

 100% mentioned research 

 70% mentioned website. 

 Reaching 23.2m; equating to just 57p per 1,000 reached 

 Headline story on SkyNews Sunrise 

 >16 radio interviews including BBC, Nation Radio, Radio News Hub (syndicating to 

100 commercial network stations), Wireless Group NWest (7 regional stations) 

 Exclusive lead with Independent 

 Subsequent coverage includes iNews, Yahoo, VirginMedia, Grazia, Dazed, 

FutureEducation (and still coming) 

 Securing endorsement from #freeperiods campaigner Amika George, adding weight 

to campaign 



 1,000 visits to new period poverty webpages, overall visits up 10%. 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

Since launch, phs has received several calls from schools asking about its free vend 

machines.  

Furthermore, the Government Equalities Office replied to our communication calling our 

work “amazing and inspiring” and invited us to divert our efforts from our Collective into their 

own UK period poverty taskforce due for imminent launch. We are now partnering with 

government to lead one of three workstreams for the official taskforce; engaging with 

stakeholders and identifying future access issues. We’ve also secured introductory meetings 

with education officers at Welsh Government and eight local authorities (and counting) who 

are interested in phs’ expertise and product; potentially leading to more new business.  

Meanwhile, we’ve had the backing of campaigners and ambassadors with Amika George 

citing our campaign as “absolutely vital in helping understand how prolific and damaging 

period poverty is”. 

This campaign has not only created a huge buzz nationally amongst campaigners, education 

prospects and stakeholders but has put us in the running to win £6m-£18m of new business 

by providing our product within the education sector (potentially creating a ROI of 5,624:1) 

We’ve also been recognised as industry experts by government officials; working for them to 

eliminate period poverty. Through this, we know we will make a difference in creating a 

culture of period equity, delivered through the education sector.  

Budget: £13,200 total 


